
 

 

DTS21 FAQ 
 
1. What is DTS?  

DTS is the abbreviation of Digital Trade Show, which is a new digital platform of FURNITURE CHINA with 
hundreds of furniture suppliers and diverse high-quality products dedicating to home and interior solutions. In 
response to current development, FURNITURE CHINA carries a hybrid mode in the way of creating series of 
online events and services to help improve sourcing efficiency across global furniture markets, boost business 
recovery, and make growth for furniture export trade in a post-covid world.  
DTS will keep updating new and latest furniture items from the exhibiting suppliers at the platform. Useful 
features and functions will enable easier networking between buyer and supplier, further, to promote products 
to international markets and enhance furniture sourcing with high efficiency. 
 

2. How can I join the platform? 
To engage DTS functions, buyers need to register to the platform while networking online with interested 
suppliers. Find “Login” button on top of the page switching to “Register” interface and complete the profile to 

activate your account. Please keep your account logged in when you repeat to visit the DTS platform 
afterwards and using DTS functions.  
For suppliers who want to exhibit at DTS, please submit application in advance. 
 

3. Who can request product enquiry or reserve video meeting with suppliers? 
DTS enables online RFQ for buyers to submit details of product enquires. Those who have already registered 
/ signed up to the platform can easily request quotations or communicate with the suppliers. Upon your request 
submission, the supplier will receive a timely notification and thus to reply accordingly. 
 

4. How to participate in the matchmaking events? 
DTS matchmaking events are dedicated to connecting furniture suppliers with potential clients from overseas. 
Based on certain product origin or category, the matchmakings will be organized from time to time facing target 
buyer markets and make it through Zoom meetings. (Please stay tuned for further updates.) 
 

5. Will DTS have a closing date? 
From this year, DTS has become a long-term digital platform that open all year round. In this way, it provides 
furniture exporting an extended business continuity and wider opportunities for booming new clients 
unceasingly. 
 

6. If I plan to come and visit the offline fairs FURNITURE CHINA 2021 and MAISON SHANGHAI 2021 (in 
Shanghai), do I need to make any registration?  
Yes. The physical events of Furniture China and Maison Shanghai will require ticket/badge admission to permit 
entry for visiting. Please go to the fair website for Visitor Registration as well as acquire important information 
from the Organizers prior to your attendance.  
Register to visit Furniture China 2021 (September 7th -11th at SNIEC, Shanghai) 
Register to visit Maison Shanghai 2021 (September 7th -10th at SWEECC, Shanghai) 

https://dts.jiagle.com/suppliers-exhibit
https://www.furniture-china.cn/en-us/?utm_source=media&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=dts21
https://www.maison-shanghai.cn/en/?utm_source=media&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=dts21

